
Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 5-10mins
Set-up: 20x20 yard grid 1 ball per player
Instructions: 
• All players with ball each. Designated number of 

players act as mud monsters (without balls)  and 
try to tag all players. Once a player is tagged she 
stands with legs shoulder width apart and ball 
held above head. To become active again another 
player must dribble up and kick the ball between 
her legs. 

Progression: Mud monsters must carry (in their 
hands) one ball between them.  To tag someone they 
must have the ball in their hands. i.e/ they throw the 
ball to each other so they can tag the players

Use of turns to get away from Mud Monsters; 
Inside/outside Hook, drag back
Keep head up, be aware of Mud monsters. 
Turn into Space

Duration: 15 mins
Set-up: 10x12 yard grid with goals either side as 
shown (increase/decrease side as necessary). 2 
players per grid and 1 ball
Instructions: 
• Players begin at  opp ends of the grid and shoot 

back and forth trying to score on each other.
• Players must shoot from their own half of the 

field only
• Play first to 5/10
Progression:
• Limit players to 3 touches (1 touch to save, 1 

touch to set up, and 1 touch to shoot
Variation:
Have a ladder game with players moving up and 
down depending on whether they win or lose

-ABC of Shooting

A - Approach at an Angle
B -Balance should be forward and body weight 
over the balll. Non Kicking foot parrallel with the 
ball  and approx ball’s width away.
C-Contact should be with the laces (for power) 
and striking the center of the ball
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Age  Grades 1 and 2
Topic: Shooting
Sub Topic: Striking with power
Coach:
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Age Group: Grades 1 and 2
Topic: Shooting
Sub Topic: Striking with Power
Coach:

Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: 20x20 yard square with 2 full size goals. A 
supply of balls. 2 teams of 6.
Instructions: 
- Players on each team are numbered 1-6, and 

line up outside the grid as shown
- Coach stands on other side with a supply of 

balls
- Coach calls out 2 numbers and the 

corresponding players from each team run onto 
the field via the goal they are defending to play 
1v1 plus GK’s

- The 1st number called out is the GK, the 2nd is 
the striker

- Play continues until a goal is scored or the ball 
leaves play. Repeat with new numbers

Progression – Play 2v2 + GK’s

Play 1st to 5 or 10 depending on a ability
-Get to the ball first and shoot early!
-Be aware of GK’s position
-Follow shot in/look for rebounds
-Accuracy over power
-Remember your ABC’s!

Variation:
Shout different numbers from each team and have 
2v1 attacks or 3v2 attacks

Duration: 20 mins
Set-up: 30x30 grid with 2 full size goals on each 
side. 3 teams of 4. 1 ball
Instructions: 
• Play 4v4 in the middle with 4 Goalkeepers as 

shown
• Play for 5 minutes and then switch 

Goalkeepers.
• Team that scores the most goals; wins

- Spread out, utilize whole space
- Shoot Early and Often
- Switch the play to create goal scoring opportunities


